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At the Council of the Women ' s  International 
Democratic Federation (WIDF) in 1962, the ''CP ''SU 
put forward that "fighting against imperialism kept 
women away from the WIDF;'' that ''we should use 
languag� that could attract women in the WIDF and, 
not frighten them.like a world withou�·arms: with
out armies, without wars," preaching peace thus 
nourishing all kindr of pacifist illusions about 
imperialism thus liquidating the just struggles 
of the third world against U.S. imperialism and 
Soviet Social Imperialism. 

Once again, at the opening ceremony of 
the International Meeting of Women in Minsk, the 
bourgeois romanticists' line on the woman question 
came forward nakedly by P.M. Masherov, candidate 
member of the politbureau of the ' 'CP''SU. He said, 
''It is much more important to take care of our women, 
their health and strength, and to cherish such unique 
qualities of theirs as feminity, gentleness, 
delicate and subtle perception of the world, the 
inherent kindness and responsiveness of a mother's 
heart ... Woman with her war� loving heart and gentle 
hands has been destined by nature f�r goodness, for 
creation, for peace." (Soviet Woman, No. V, 1975)

These were the views pushed by the revisionist 
and opportunist elements in the Coalition. One by 
one these lines and their exponents were exposed 
and the correct line put forward by genuine Marxist
Leninists and advanced forces held firm. As the 
coalition purged itself of marsh forces,we said 
they could go to the marsh alone, we refuse to 
follow and fall into the swamp. 

What role did students play in the struggle 
for the corr�ct line on the woman question and all 
class questions.in. the Coalition. First, let's 
look at the role of. students in the special work 
among woman by communist�. 

Lenin said: 

''There is no lack of contact between t�e youth 
movement and the women's movement. Our commun
ist women everywhere should cooperate methodic
ally with young people. Communists must make 
sure they study Marxism-Leninism and deal with 
the issues of the proletariat and not spend 
time on �ourgeois notions.'' 

The work of the advanced students in the Coai
ition shows Marxism-Leninism-Mao-Tse Tung Thought is 
being studied and grasped and put into practice by 
them. They recognize that communists should be 

giving leadership to th� Coalition and criticized 
us severely when we, deviated. 

These students from the PRSU and FFM waged 
resolute Struggles against incorrect views being 
pushed in the Coal±tion. Their talk was not on 
bourgeois not±ons but on proletar±an notions. 

They sp�ke out against the ER�, 

They pointed out that r:i:ght deviations were 
the main ones being made in the Coalition and they 
were able to spot the main exponents of the right 
deviations of the Coalition - the wyo. 

When WVO attempted to play bourgeois tricks 
in the meetings, the students also saw them and 
waged resolute struggle against their bourgeois 
tricks. 

Inside the Coalition the students from FPM 
and PRSU have play�d an exceptional role as they 
sided with the proletariat on every class question. 

The principles of unity of the coalition are 
reflective of the task that we have as communis'ts 
to put forward a program of how we will fight 
against exploitation and oppression of women. In 
keeping with thi-s we raise the followin� demands. 

Jobs, not imperialist war; equal pay for equal 
work; smash the ER�; full unionization of wome.nl 
end discrimination in hiring, firing and promotion 
based on nationality, sex and age; end forced over� 
time and speed-ups1 end forced sterilization; an 
end to testing of birth control on oppressed 
nationality· women; e.nd the. triple exploitation of 
oppressed nationalitr working women; free child 
care services; maternity leaves with compensation 
pay and free maternity care and decent delivery 
services; the right to free abortion; fight the 
fascist, degenerative, sexist and chauvinist 
culture; no prosecution and an end to the slander 
of women who defend themselves against rape; the 
right of women to bear arms; support the national 
liberation struggl�s of the Third World;and 
defeat the superpower hegemonism of U.S. imperialism 
and Soviet Social Imperialism. 
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Comrades., these. demands are. fundamentally 

different from the. ones put forward by the marsh 
forces. Ther r�present different class stands. We 
must remain firm and re.solute in o'ur struggle against 
the opportunists and re.visionists. 

Tonight we must struggle tit for tat on all 
class questions. 

Krupsk:aya addressing soldiers during the civil war. 

l\ COMPONENT Pl\RT OF OUR PARTY BUILDING w:>RK 

IS THE TRl\INING A.ND PROMOTING OF w:lMEN COMH

UNISTS. BOLSHEVIK OOMEN, LIKE KRUPSl<l\Yl\, Hl\VE 

HISTORICl\LLY STOOD SIDE BY'SIDE WITH THEIR 

CLI\SS BROTHERS, FIGHTING TILL THE END FOR 

THE COMPLETE EMl\NCIPl\TlON OF THE w:lRKING CIASS. 

we must watch out for the opportunists as they
will trr any-thJ.'ng to take the revolution off its 
course. For example, this past W·ednesday the WVO, 
who left the Coalition saying ther would do their 
own thing came craw-l±ng back asking to be a part of 
the Coalition again and be on the forum. However, 
they wanted to be on the forum but were not willing 
to repudiate th�ir raggedy line and put forth serious 
criticisms of their work in the Coalition. We 
told them NO, we did not just want numbers in the. 
Coalition but hone.st forces. We told them they 
could come to the forum and put forth their position 
from the floor. W� hope they don't punk out because 
we urge them to struggle to support that bankrupt 
line because its bankruptness will show itself, 

We would like to end with an appropriate quote 
from Comrade Lenin from W'h.at Is To Be Done? 

''We are marching in a compact group along a 
precipitous and difficult path, firmly holding 
each other by the hand. We are surrounded on 
all sides by enemies and we have to advance 
under their almost constant fire. We have 
combined voluntarily, precisely for the purpose 
of fighting the enemy, and not to retreat into 
the adjacent marsh, the inhabitants of which, 
from the very outset, have reproached us with 
having separated ourselves into an exclusive 
group and with having chosen the path of 
struggle instead of the path of conciliation. 
And now several among us begin to cry out: let 
us go into this marsh! And when we begin to 
shame them, they retort, how conservative you 
are! Are you not ashamed to deny us the lib
erty to invite you to take a better road. Oh, 
yes gentlemen . You are free not only to 
invite us, but to go yourselves wherever you 
will, even into the marsh. In fact, we think 
that the marsh is your proper place, and we 
are prepared to render you every assistance 
to get there. Only let go of our hands, don't 
clutch at us and don't besmirch the grand word 
'freedom' for we too are 'free' to go where we 
please, free to fighi not only against the 
marsh, but also against those who are turning 
towards the marsh." (Lenin, What Is To Be Done) 

Comrades, the Woman Question is a class question 
and a component part of 'proletarian revolution. 
UNITE WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY WING! 

FORWARD TO THE PART�! 

LONG LIVE MARXISM-LENINISM-MAO TSE TUNG THOUGHT! 
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